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Introduction
Golden Hardcore is a special website aimed at rekindling the memories perverts have from years gone
by. If names like Nina Hartley, Victoria Paris, Amber Lynn, Kristara Barrington, Erica Boyer and Ron
Jeremy ring a bell... have a look at this vintage hardcore site featuring the sexiest story-driven smut from
the 1970s, '80s and '90. Golden Hardcore is like a super-sexy time machine!

Adult Review
Golden Hardcore turns back the clock for your cock and dusts off memories of pornstars that have been locked away in your
mental spank-bank for decades. Yes, it really has been that long since you last laid eyes on Ginger Lynn, Inari Vachs, Elle
Rio and Sharon Mitchell but now you can see them all and on film they have not aged one bit!
  
  Golden Hardcore reaches back to the Golden Age of Porn, when adult performers understood that sex is supposed to be
FUN! These movies don't have all the seriousness of current studio directors, they feature comical scripts and light-hearted
performances by icons like Ron Jeremy, Jerry Butler and Mike Horner... and when it's time to get nasty they get that job done
as well!
  
  There is something very special about watching a movie on Golden Hardcore and seeing Trinity Loren show-up on your
screen. You may not remember her name the moment you hear it but the second you see those great big tits you will instantly
recall lusting after her years ago. It's truly a trip down Mammary Lane, and one your dick won't soon want to return from.
  
  Already hosting 80+ movies in its ever-growing archives, Golden Hardcore is well on its way to becoming the largest and
most complete compendium of vintage smut anywhere online. New movies are added more than once a week and the state of
the art interface allows you to sort the performances in a variety of ways aimed at helping you find exactly what you are
looking for in the least amount of time.
  
  Along with all the classic content on Golden Hardcore, your membership also gets you full access to every one of the
Included Sites listed on the right side of this review! That's 18 additional websites and new ones are added from time to time
as well. In all, The Hardcore Network provides you with thousands of hours of video and the best quality original content for
your porn dollar. 
  
  While Golden Hardcore films are all available in DVD quality 640x480 downloadable formats, some of the other exclusive
sites on the network of included content feature new movies in mind-blowing 1440x1080 video that can be watched full
screen on a 50" HD television screen without any pixelation or blurring at all. Trust The Tongue, there is no higher quality
porn network in the world today than this one!

Porn Summary
Golden Hardcore is like your own private guide back through time where you can revisit the goddesses and dreamgirls of
your own past. All the hottest hall of fame starlets are now available in one place and the quality of the movies will amaze
you!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'All the best blasts from the past on lots of vintage porn faces!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 91
Support: 90 Unique: 86    Taste: 90        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,I Love You Celeste (92) ,Swirlie Girls (91) ,Pornstar Solos (90) ,Stop The Camera
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(90) ,I Love You Madison (89) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Fuck My Flab (84) ,Please Be Gentle (Preview)
,The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty Raw Sex
(Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Hardcore, PornStars, Straight, Vintage

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 84
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